Seventh & Eighth Grade Summer Reading 2022
Students are expected to read and complete the Google Form about at least three books.
●
●
●

One book should come from the fiction list or classic list.
One book should come from the nonfiction list.
The third book should be the whole school common read.

Seventh and Eighth Grade Google Form Link :
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdndHsz2o9nCw5FO0qIJntjXc
v_4PYR8iu938gwr-aFvFMPjQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
After reading, fill out a google form for each of your three books. Be prepared to do a
beginning of the year school project on one of your summer reading books.
Whole School Common Read:
Black Out by Tiffany Jackson
A summer heatwave blankets New York City in darkness. But as the city is thrown into
confusion, a different kind of electricity sparks…
A first meeting.
Long-time friends.
Bitter exes.
And maybe the beginning of something new.
When the lights go out, people reveal hidden truths. Love blossoms, friendship transforms, and
new possibilities take flight.

Fiction Novel Options:
When I Was the Greatest by Jason Reynolds
A lot of the stuff that gives my neighborhood a bad name, I don’t really mess with. The guns and
drugs and all that, not really my thing.
Nah, not his thing. Ali’s got enough going on, between school and boxing and helping out at
home. His best friend Noodles, though. Now there’s a dude looking for trouble—and, somehow,
it’s always Ali around to pick up the pieces. But, hey, a guy’s gotta look out for his boys, right?
Besides, it’s all small potatoes; it’s not like anyone’s getting hurt.

Yeah, it’s cool…until Ali and Noodles and Needles find themselves somewhere they never
expected to be…somewhere they never should've been—where the people aren’t so friendly, and
even less forgiving.
Project Sweet Life by Brent Hartinger
For most kids, fifteen is the year of the optional summer
job: Sure, you can get a job if you really want one, but it
isn't required or anything. Too bad Dave's dad doesn't
agree! Instead of enjoying long days of biking, swimming,
and sitting around, Dave and his two best friends are being
forced by their fathers into a summer of hard labor.
The friends have something else in mind, though: Not only
will they not work over the summer, but they're
determined to trick everyone into believing they really do
have jobs. So what if the lifeguard doesn't have a tan or the
fast-food worker isn't bringing home buckets of free
chicken? There's only one problem: Dave's dad wants
evidence that his son is actually bringing in money. And
that means Dave, Curtis, and Victor will have to get some .
. . without breaking the law and without doing any work!

Okay for Now By Gary D. Schmidt
At once heartbreaking and hopeful, this absorbing novel centers on Doug, 14, who has an
abusive father, a bully for a brother, a bad reputation, and shameful secrets to keep. Teachers
and police and his relatives think he's worthless, and he believes them, holding others at arm's
length. Newly arrived in town, he starts out on the same path—antagonizing other kids,
mouthing off to teachers, contemptuous of everything intimidating or unfamiliar. Who would
have thought that the public library would turn out to be a refuge and an inspiration, that a
snooty librarian might be a friend, or that snarky redheaded Lil would like him—really like him?
With more than his share of pain, including the return of his oldest brother from the Vietnam
War, shattered and angry, will Doug find anything better than "okay for now"?
Pet by Akwaeke Emezi
There are no monsters anymore, or so the children in the city of Lucille are taught. Jam and her
best friend, Redemption, have grown up with this lesson all their life. But when Jam meets Pet, a
creature made of horns and colors and claws, who emerges from one of her mother's paintings
and a drop of Jam's blood, she must reconsider what she's been told. Pet has come to hunt a
monster, and the shadow of something grim lurks in Redemption's house. Jam must fight not

only to protect her best friend, but also to uncover the truth, and the answer to the
question--How do you save the world from monsters if no one will admit they exist?

One for the Murphys Paperback –by Lynda Mullaly Hunt

Carley uses humor and street smarts to keep her emotional walls high and thick. But the day she
becomes a foster child, and moves in with the Murphys, she's blindsided. This loving, bustling
family shows Carley the stable family life she never thought existed, and she feels like an alien in
their cookie-cutter-perfect household. Despite her resistance, the Murphys eventually show her
what it feels like to belong--until her mother wants her back and Carley has to decide where and
how to live. She's not really a Murphy, but the gifts they've given her have opened up a new
future.

The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste
Corinne La Mer claims she isn’t afraid of anything. Not scorpions, not the boys who tease her,
and certainly not jumbies. They’re just tricksters made up by parents to frighten their children.
Then one night Corinne chases an agouti all the way into the forbidden forest, and shining
yellow eyes follow her to the edge of the trees. They couldn’t belong to a jumbie. Or could they?
When Corinne spots a beautiful stranger at the market the very next day, she knows something
extraordinary is about to happen. When this same beauty, called Severine, turns up at Corinne’s
house, danger is in the air. Severine plans to claim the entire island for the jumbies. Corinne
must call on her courage and her friends and learn to use ancient magic she didn’t know she
possessed to stop Severine and to save her island home.
Hoops by Walter Dean Myers
All eyes are on seventeen-year-old Lonnie Jackson while he practices with his team for a
city-wide basketball Tournament of Champions. His coach, Cal, knows Lonnie has what it takes
to be a pro basketball player, but warns him about giving in to the pressure. Cal knows because
he, too, once had the chance—but sold out.
As the tournament nears, Lonnie learns that some heavy bettors want Cal to keep him on the
bench so that the team will lose the championship. As the last seconds of the game tick away,
Lonnie and Cal must make a decision. Are they willing to blow the chance of a lifetime?

Shark Girl– by Kelly Bingham
On a sunny day in June, at the beach with her mom and brother, fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood
went for a swim. And then everything — absolutely everything — changed. Now she’s counting
down the days until she returns to school with her fake arm, where she knows kids will whisper,
"That’s her — that’s Shark Girl," as she passes. In the meantime there are only questions: Why
did this happen? Why her? What about her art? What about her life? In this striking first novel,
Kelly Bingham uses poems, letters, telephone conversations, and newspaper clippings to look
unflinchingly at what it’s like to lose part of yourself — and to summon the courage it takes to
find yourself again.

We Were Liars By E. Lockhart
A beautiful and distinguished family.
A private island.
A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy.
A group of four friends-the Liars-whose friendship turns destructive.
A revolution. An accident. A secret.
Lies upon lies.
True love.
The truth.
Read it.
And if anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE.
Monster: A Graphic Novel Paperback – by Walter Dean Myers
(A stunning graphic novel adaptation of Walter Dean Myers's New York Times bestseller
Monster.)
Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age story about Steve Harmon, a
teenager awaiting trial for a murder and robbery. As Steve acclimates to juvenile detention and
goes to trial, he envisions how his ordeal would play out on the big screen.
Guy A. Sims, the acclaimed author of the Brotherman series of comic books, collaborated with
his brother, the illustrator Dawud Anyabwile, in this thrilling black-and-white graphic novel
adaption of Monster.
Non Fiction Book Options
It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood
(Adapted for Young Readers) -by Trevor Noah

Born a Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he
struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of
that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse
that would ultimately threaten her own life.
The stories collected here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether
subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a moving car during
an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high
school, Trevor illuminates his curious world with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty. His
stories weave together to form a moving and searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way
through a damaged world in a dangerous time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a
mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.

Torpedoed: The True Story of the World War II Sinking of "The Children's Ship"
by Deborah Heiligman
From award-winning author Deborah Heiligman comes Torpedoed, a true account of the attack
and sinking of the passenger ship SS City of Benares, which was evacuating children from
England during WWII.
Amid the constant rain of German bombs and the escalating violence of World War II, British
parents by the thousands chose to send their children out of the country: the wealthy,
independently; the poor, through a government relocation program called CORB. In September
1940, passenger liner SS City of Benares set sail for Canada with one hundred children on board.
When the war ships escorting the Benares departed, a German submarine torpedoed what
became known as the Children's Ship. Out of tragedy, ordinary people became heroes. This is
their story.

Our World Out of Balance: Understanding Climate Change and What We Can Do
by Andrea Minoglio
An encouraging and comprehensive illustrated nonfiction guide introducing children to the
important topic of climate change with clear facts and positive solutions.
Filled with engaging big ideas that will inspire children to think about their role in keeping our
world healthy, Our World Out of Balance details how humans have thrown the planet
off-balance and ways we can work together to be part of the solution and create a healthier
world.
Featuring brave scientists, young activists, and many groups working collectively to protect our
future, Our World Out of Balance will leave readers feeling empowered and inspired.

No Barriers (The Young Adult Adaptation): A Blind Man's Journey to Kayak the
Grand Canyon by Erik Weihenmayer , Buddy Levy
Erik Weihenmayer has a long history of turning obstacles into adventures. Born with a rare
condition that blinded him as a teenager, he never let his diagnosis hold him back from a full
life. As an athlete, explorer, speaker and activist, he has opened the eyes of people around the
world to what's possible. In 2001, he became the first blind man to climb Mount Everest, the
highest point on Earth. In 2005, he co-founded his nonprofit organization, No Barriers, to
empower others to overcome adversity and achieve their biggest goals.
This special edition of No Barriers introduces kids to the incredible true story of Erik's most
terrifying journey: solo kayaking the thunderous whitewater of the Grand Canyon. Erik and his
friends form a courageous crew to do battle with some of the harshest elements nature has to
offer. Along the course of Erik's journey, he meets other trailblazers: adventurers, scientists,
artists, and activists who show Erik the way forward and teach him the meaning of No
Barriers―“What’s Within You is Stronger Than What’s in Your Way.”
Thrill Seekers: 15 Remarkable Women in Extreme Sports by Ann McCallum
Staats
Encompassing a diverse selection of women in extreme and unique sports, this book shares the
stories of bold and daring thrill-seekers
What is the allure of the extreme? Who are the women who seek out and excel at sports outside
the conventional, such as cave diving, wingsuit flying, or Formula 1 racing?
This collection of adventure dynamos is as fascinating as it is empowering. Thrill Seekers
introduces readers to a diverse and fascinating selection of women whose determination, grit,
and courage have propelled each of them into a life far from the sidelines.
Each chapter introduces readers to modern role models and leaders, change-makers who opt
into a life of risk—but one of astonishing rewards.
Spaceman (Adapted for Young Readers): The True Story of a Young Boy's
Journey to Becoming an Astronaut by Mike Massimino
From the time he was seven-years-old and saw Apollo 11 land on the moon, Mike Massimino
dreamed of becoming an astronaut. Long Island is a long way from space. Kids like him, growing
up in working-class families, seldom left the neighborhood. But with the encouragement of
teachers and mentors, Mike ventured down on a path that took him to Columbia University and
to MIT. It wasn't easy. There were academic setbacks and disappointments aplenty--and NASA
turned him down three times. Still, Mike never gave up. He rose to each challenge and forged
ahead, inching closer to realizing his boyhood dream. His love of science and space, along with
his indomitable spirit and sense of teamwork eventually got him assigned to two missions to fix
the Hubble Space Telescope--as a spacewalker.

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Change: Courageous Actions Around the World
by Garth Sundem
Eleven-year-old Tilly saved lives in Thailand by warning people that a tsunami was coming.
Fifteen-year-old Malika fought against segregation in her Alabama town. Ten-year-old
Jean-Dominic won a battle against pesticides—and the cancer they caused in his body.
Six-year-old Ryan raised $800,000 to drill water wells in Africa. And twelve-year-old Haruka
invented a new environmentally friendly way to scoop dog poop. With the right role models, any
child can be a hero. Thirty true stories profile kids who used their heads, their hearts, their
courage, and sometimes their stubbornness to help others and do extraordinary things. As
young readers meet these boys and girls from around the world, they may wonder, “What kind
of hero lives inside of me?”
Hidden Figures Young Readers' Edition by Margot Lee Shetterly
Before John Glenn orbited the earth, or Neil Armstrong walked on the moon, a group of
dedicated female mathematicians known as “human computers” used pencils, slide rules, and
adding machines to calculate the numbers that would launch rockets, and astronauts, into space.
This book brings to life the stories of Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and
Christine Darden, who lived through the Civil Rights era, the Space Race, the Cold War, and the
movement for gender equality, and whose work forever changed the face of NASA and the
country.
The Playbook: 52 Rules to Aim, Shoot, and Score in This Game Called Life by
Kwame Alexander
What can we imagine for our lives? What if we were the star players, moving and grooving
through the game of life? What if we had our own rules of the game to help us get what we want,
what we aspire to, what will enrich our lives?
Illustrated with photographs by Thai Neave, The Playbook is intended to provide inspiration on
the court of life. Each rule contains wisdom from inspiring athletes and role models such as
Nelson Mandela, Serena Williams, LeBron James, Carli Lloyd, Steph Curry, and Michelle
Obama. Kwame Alexander also shares his own stories of overcoming obstacles and winning
games in this motivational and inspirational book for readers of any age and for anyone needing
a little bit of encouragement.
You gotta know the rules to play the game. Ball is life. Take it to the hoop. Soar.

I Am Not a Label: 34 disabled artists, thinkers, athletes and activists from past
and present by Cerrie Burnell
Challenge your preconceptions of disability and mental health with the eye-opening stories of
these remarkable people
These short biographies tell the stories of people who have faced unique challenges that
have not stopped them from becoming trailblazers, innovators, advocates, and makers. Each
person is a leading figure in their field, be it sports, science, math, art, breakdancing, or the
world of pop.
Ludwig van Beethoven, Gustav Kirchhoff, Henri Matisse, Eliza Suggs, Helen Keller, Frida Kahlo,
John Nash, Stephen Hawking, Temple Grandin, Stevie Wonder, Nabil Shaban, Terry Fox, Peter
Dinklage, Catalina Devandas, Wanda Diaz-Merced, Victor Pineda, Arunima Sinha, Abraham
Lincoln, Demi Lovato, Matt Haig, Redouan Ait Chitt, Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah, Farida Bedwei,
Jonas Jacobsson, Trischa Zorn, Ade Adepitan, Stella Young, Lady Gaga, Naoki Higashida,
Isabella Springmuhl Tejada, Aaron Philip, Michelle Akers, Lil Wayne, Dynamo

In The Shadow of Liberty: The Hidden History of Slavery, Four Presidents, and
Five Black Lives, by Kenneth C. Davis
Did you know that many of America’s Founding Fathers―who fought for liberty and justice for
all―were slave owners?
Through the powerful stories of five enslaved people who were “owned” by four of our greatest
presidents, this book helps set the record straight about the role slavery played in the founding
of America. From Billy Lee, valet to George Washington, to Alfred Jackson, faithful servant of
Andrew Jackson, these dramatic narratives explore our country’s great tragedy―that a nation
“conceived in liberty” was also born in shackles.
These stories help us know the real people who were essential to the birth of this nation but
traditionally have been left out of the history books. Their stories are true―and they should be
heard.
Classic Novel Options:
Peter Pan By J.M Barrie
The character of Peter Pan first came to life in the stories J. M. Barrie told to five brothers -three of whom were named Peter, John, and Michael. Peter Pan is considered one of the greatest
children's stories of all time and continues to charm readers one hundred years after its first
appearance as a play in 1904.
Little Women By Jane Austen
Generations of readers young and old, male and female, have fallen in love with the March
sisters of Louisa May Alcott’s most popular and enduring novel, Little Women. Here are talented

tomboy and author-to-be Jo, tragically frail Beth, beautiful Meg, and romantic, spoiled Amy,
united in their devotion to each other and their struggles to survive in New England during the
Civil War.
It is no secret that Alcott based Little Women on her own early life. While her father, the
freethinking reformer and abolitionist Bronson Alcott, hobnobbed with such eminent male
authors as Emerson, Thoreau, and Hawthorne, Louisa supported herself and her sisters with
"woman’s work,” including sewing, doing laundry, and acting as a domestic servant. But she
soon discovered she could make more money writing. Little Women brought her lasting fame
and fortune, and far from being the "girl’s book” her publisher requested, it explores such
timeless themes as love and death, war and peace, the conflict between personal ambition and
family responsibilities, and the clash of cultures between Europe and America.

Treasure Island, by Robert Louis Stevenson
The most popular pirate story ever written in English, featuring one of literature’s most beloved
“bad guys,” Treasure Island has been happily devoured by several generations of boys—and
girls—and grownups. Its unforgettable characters include: young Jim Hawkins, who finds
himself owner of a map to Treasure Island, where the fabled pirate booty is buried; honest
Captain Smollett, heroic Dr. Livesey, ambiguous Long John Silver - one moment a friendly,
laughing, one-legged sea-cook . . .and the next a dangerous pirate leader- and many more!
The unexpected and complex relationship that develops between Silver and Jim helps transform
what seems at first to be a simple, rip-roaring adventure story into a deeply moving study of a
boy’s growth into manhood, as he learns hard lessons about friendship, loyalty, courage and
honor—and the uncertain meaning of good and evil.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, by Lewis Carroll
On a golden afternoon, young Alice follows a White Rabbit, who disappears down a nearby
rabbit hole. Quickly following him, she tumbles into the burrow - and enters the merry,
topsy-turvy world of Wonderland. A series of whimsical escapades and nonsensical obstacles
dictate Alice's journey, which culminates in a madcap encounter with the Queen of Hearts - and
her army of playing cards! Is it all a dream, or just an alternate reality...?
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, by Betty Smith
From the moment she entered the world, Francie needed to be made of stern stuff, for the often
harsh life of Williamsburg demanded fortitude, precocity, and strength of spirit. Often scorned
by neighbors for her family’s erratic and eccentric behavior-such as her father Johnny’s taste for
alcohol and Aunt Sissy’s habit of marrying serially without the formality of divorce-no one, least
of all Francie, could say that the Nolans’ life lacked drama. By turns overwhelming, sublime,
heartbreaking, and uplifting, the Nolans’ daily experiences are tenderly threaded with family
connectedness and raw with honesty. Betty Smith has, in the pages of A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,
captured the joys of humble Williamsburg life-from “junk day” on Saturdays, when the children
of Francie’s neighborhood traded their weekly take for pennies, to the special excitement of
holidays, bringing cause for celebration and revelry. Betty Smith has artfully caught this sense of
exciting life in a novel of childhood, replete with incredibly rich moments of universal
experiences--a truly remarkable achievement for any writer.

